We consider broadcasting a message from one node to all other nodes of an asynchronous totally unlabeled torus: neither nodes nor links have a priori assigned labels but they know the topology and the size of the torus. Nodes can send messages of arbitrary size and we are interested in minimizing the total number of messages. A naive broadcasting algorithm in a n n totally unlabeled torus uses 3n 2 + 1 messages, while the obvious lower bound is n 2 ? 1.
The model
We rst x the terminology and state basic facts concerning graph theoretic aspects of the network.
The torus T n , for n > 2, is the graph G = (V; E) in which V = f(i; T n , such that (u) = (0; 0), (v) = (1; 1), and (w) = (1; 0). This authomorphism is said to be generated by the generator (u; v; w).
Let be the authomorphism generated by a xed generator (u; v; w). The ith diagonal of T n , for i = 0; :::; n is the sequence of nodes D i = (x 0 i ; x 1 i ; :::; x n i ), such that x j i = ?1 (i + j; j). In particular, x 0 0 = x n 0 = u, x 1 0 = v, and D 0 = D n . For j = 0; :::; n, the jth row of T n is the sequence of nodes R j = (x j 0 ; x j 1 ; :::; x j n ). In particular, x 0 0 = x 0 n = u, x 0 1 = w, and R 0 = R n . For a given generator (u; v; w), the above de ned labeling x j i of nodes of T n will be called canonical. The label of a node in the canonical labeling will be called its identity.
Consider the orientation O(u; v; w) of edges of T n in which every edge is oriented from a node in D i to a node in D i+1 , for i = 0; :::; n ? 1 (cf. Figure 1 ). Proposition 2.2 For any generator (u; v; w) every node has two incoming and two outgoing edges in orientation O(u; v; w).
We now proceed to the de nition of the communication model for the unlabeled torus. For any node v, I(v) denotes the set of edges incident to v. All links from I(v) are connected to v by distinct ports. Each port has two bu ers: one for storing incoming and the other for storing outgoing messages. Before the start of broadcasting each node v of T n knows n and knows if it is the source. There is no a priori labeling of links or nodes, i.e., v does not know which link from I(v) joins it with which neighbor. For every v we x an arbitrary local labeling of ports of v. For convenience, node v identi es its ports with respective links, i.e., this labeling is a bijection v : f1; 2; 3; 4g ! I(v). It should be stressed that those labelings are chosen arbitrarily by all nodes and no \coherence" among them is assumed.
Messages placed in the outgoing bu er of a given port of v are sent to the neighbor joined with v by the respective link. Links are of FIFO type, i.e., messages transmitted through a given link arrive to the destination in the same order as they were placed in the bu er. The network is asynchronous: every message sent on a link arrives to its destination in nite but unbounded time. Whenever a message arrives at a node, it appears in the incoming bu er of the respective port and is received. We use two primitive operations: send v (M; i) denotes the operation of sending message M by node v through port v (i). receive v denotes the function which waits for the rst incoming message at v and returns the couple (M; i), where M is the message and i is the port number at which this message came.
Let s denote the source of broadcasting, and = f v : v 2 V g -the set of xed local labelings of ports. We want to formalize the assumption that nodes can send arbitrary messages and the decision of a node at any point of broadcasting can be based on the entire knowledge that it acquired so far. This current knowledge of a node v increases with each incoming message: it is the previous knowledge of v plus the newly obtained knowledge. What knowledge can be gained by getting a new message? The following three items can be learned: the current knowledge of the sender in the moment of sending; the local port number on which the sender sent the message; the local port number on which the message was received. We de ne a history in T n to be any nite sequence of pairs a 1 The role of the chooser is the following: for any node v and any current history (i.e., knowledge) available at this node, it chooses the (local labels of) ports on which a message (containing everything v knows) will be sent. It also selects one of the states stop or wait. The rst one indicates that all actions of v should be terminated after sending messages on the chosen ports -no further messages will be read by the processor even if they arrive at some ports in the future; the second state means that the node is still active and it will read the next incoming message. Condition 3 is crucial in the above de nition. In the beginning Y = wait in all nodes except possibly the source. Hence the requirement that value stop be assigned means that each node has received a message and each node has nished its work. The requirement that this should happen for all labelings captures the full anonymity of broadcasting: eventually all nodes get the message, although at each transmission the choice to which neighbor a node sends a message is controled by the adversary. In an actual implementation of a broadcasting algorithm the original source message is appended to each \history" message speci ed above.
The message complexity of a broadcasting algorithm A for a given set of local labelings, is the number C of operations send performed during the execution of the algorithm. The message complexity of A is the maximum of numbers C , over all sets of local labelings.
The description of the algorithm in section 3 will be informal: for reasons of clarity of presentation we will not de ne the chooser formally. Indeed, in most cases, a node does not need to know the entire history to decide on which ports it should send messages. Likewise, it usually does not need to send its entire history but only some crucial facts that can be deduced from it. Here is an example of such a fact: \I got a message from the source via a path of length 4 from one neighbor and via a path of length 8 from another neighbor". Nodes can also send conditional orders to neighbors. Formally such orders are encoded in the chooser, e.g. \if you got a message previously then stop, otherwise send a message to one neighbor and tell it to stop". In particular, each node knows from its history on which ports it already got or sent messages. Call all other ports of a node free. Thus the instruction \send a message on all your free ports" is legitimate and will be often used. We will use the phrase \a node stops after getting a message" if the value of the chooser is (;; stop), i.e., when a node does not perform any further actions after getting this message. This way of describing anonymous algorithms better conveys their main idea and it will be clear in each case how to transform such an informal description into chooser de nition.
The broadcasting algorithm
In this section we describe a broadcasting algorithm in the totally unlabeled torus T n and compute its message complexity. The algorithm works in three stages. The aim of the rst stage is the identi cation of a generator (s; v; w). In the second stage we identify the diagonal D 0 corresponding to this generator. More precisely, all nodes of this diagonal get the source message and each of them computes its identity with respect to the generator (s; v; w). Moreover, each node in D 0 identi es ports of both of its outgoing edges with respect to the orientation O(s; v; w). Finally, in the third stage, the remaining diagonals D 1 , ..., D n?1 are identi ed and thus all remaining nodes get the source message.
We now describe each of the stages in a detailed way. Fix any set of local labelings. Stage I. Let u 1 , u 2 , u 3 and u 4 be neighbors of s corresponding to ports at s labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Denote by u i;j the common neighbor of u i and u j , di erent from s. Denote by u 0 i the neighbor of u i which is di erent from s and is not a diagonal neighbor of s (cf. Figure 2 ).
The source s sends messages on all ports. After getting the message, each neighbor u i of s sends a message on all its free ports. All neighbors of these four nodes, except s (i.e., nodes u i;j and u 0 i ), wait for the second message after getting the rst one. (Notice that only nodes u i;j can get two messages at this point.) After getting two messages (from u i and u j ) node u i;j con rms the receipt of two messages by sending a message to both senders. This ends the actions of u i;j in Stage I. After getting two such con rmations, each node u i sends a message on the port corresponding to u 0 i (now this port is identi ed) containing an order of ending Stage I. After getting this order, each node u 0 i con rms its receipt and ends its actions in Stage I. Additionally, node u 1 sends the message \you are my neighbor u 1;j with smaller j" to the respective neighbor. After getting the con rmation from u 0 i node u i reports the termination of Stage I to the source and ends its actions in Stage I. After getting all four termination reports, the source s ends Stage I.
Upon Node x i?1 0 knows its identity, knows (port labels of) its incoming and outgoing edges and knows which port corresponds to x i?1 1 . Node x i?1 1 knows its identity and knows which of its ports corresponds to x i 0 . Node x i 0 knows its identity and knows which of its ports corresponds to x i?1 1 . The edge joining x i 0 and x i?1 1 is outgoing for x i 0 . Node x i 0 also knows which of its ports corresponds to x i n?1 ; the corresponding edge is incoming for x i 0 (Recall that x i 0 = x i n ). Node x i?1 2 knows its identity. Notice that upon completion of Stage I, in the beginning of step 1 of Stage II, all these invariants are maintained. We now describe step i of Stage II.
Node x i?1 0 sends a message \start step i" on the port corresponding to x i?1 1 and ends its actions in step i. Node x i?1 1 relays this message to x i 0 and ends its actions in step i.
Let u and y denote neighbors of x i 0 corresponding to edges not yet classi ed by x i 0 (recall that, by the invariant, x i 0 has already classi ed two of its incident edges). We have fu; yg = fx i 1 ; x i+1 n?1 g.
W.l.o.g. assume that u = x i 1 . Let z be the common neighbor of u and y, di erent from x i 0 . Clearly, z = x i+1 0 . Denote by u 1 , u 2 and y 1 , y 2 the neighbors of u and y, respectively, di erent from x i 0 and x i+1 0 . W.l.o.g. assume that u 1 = x i?1 2 (cf. Figure 3 (b) ).
After getting the \start step i" message, node x i 0 sends messages on ports corresponding to edges not yet classi ed (i.e., to neighbors u and y). Each of these nodes sends a message on all ports except the one corresponding to x i 0 (on which the message arrived), i.e., u sends a message to u 1 , u 2 and z, and y sends a message to y 1 , y 2 and z. After getting the message, node u 1 = x i?1 2 , which has already learned its identity before step i, can compute the identity of the sender, as it expects only one message in this step. It sends to the sender the information \your identity is x i 1 " and ends its actions in step i.
Node u, after learning its own identity x i 1 , sends this information on ports corresponding to u 2 and z. Node z, after getting three messages (two from u and one from y) knows its identity x i+1 0 and knows the identity x i 1 of u. It also knows the identity x i+1 n?1 of y. Hence it deduces that the edge joining it with y is incoming and the edge joining it with u is outgoing. Node z sends this information (call the corresponding message m) to neighbors u and y and ends its actions in step i.
Node y, after obtaining message m from z, sends the message \terminate step i" to neighbors y 1 and y 2 . Nodes y 1 and y 2 con rm the receipt of this message and end their actions in step i. After getting both con rmations, node y sends the message \terminate step i" to x i 0 and ends its actions in step i.
Node u, after obtaining message m from z, sends a message \your identity is x i 2 " to u 2 (at this point u has already identi ed the respective port and computed the identity of u 2 ). Node u 2 con rms the receipt of this message and ends its actions in step i. After getting this con rmation, node u sends the message \terminate step i" to x i 0 and ends its actions in step i. After getting message \terminate step i" from both y and u, node x i 0 ends its actions in step i. This concludes step i. All invariants are maintained.
If i < n?1, node x i 0 initiates step i+1; if i = n?1, Stage II is terminated. Upon its completion each node from the diagonal D 0 knows its identity and its outgoing edges.
Stage III.
Every node x 2 D 0 sends a message on ports corresponding to both of its outgoing edges.
Then it stops. Every other node x waits to get two messages in Stage III. These messages can come only on incoming edges. Then x learns to which diagonal D i it belongs (messages came from nodes on diagonal D i?1 ), and computes its own identity. If i < n ? 1, node x sends a message on ports corresponding to both of its outgoing edges. Then it stops. If i = n ? 1, node x stops.
This concludes the description of our algorithm. The following is our main result.
Theorem 3.1 There exists a broadcasting algorithm in the totally unlabeled torus T n , using 2n 2 + O(n) messages.
Proof: We compute the message complexity of the above described algorithm. Stage I uses a constant number of messages (more precisely, 37 messages). Stage II uses O(n) messages, as each step uses a constant number of messages (more precisely, a total of 23(n ? 1) messages are used Figure 4 : The subgraph C(v).
The lower bound
The trivial lower bound on message complexity of broadcasting in T n is n 2 ? 1: this is the message complexity of broadcasting in a labeled torus. Under the totally unlabeled scenario we increase this lower bound by a small multiplicative constant. Theorem 4.1 The message complexity of any broadcasting algorithm in a totally unlabeled torus T n is at least 1:04n 2 ? O(n).
Proof: We will prove that if A is any broadcasting algorithm in T n then there exists a set of local labelings for which A uses at least (n 2 This concludes the proof of the Claim. Now it is easy to nish the proof of the theorem.
There are at least k = b n?1 5 c 2 pairwise dijoint graphs C(v) not containing the source. Let v 1 ; :::; v k be their centers. We will show that for any broadcasting algorithm A there exists a set of local labelings for which at least one node of every graph C(v l ) gets at least two messages. This will prove our result.
Let A be a broadcasting algorithm and 0 any set of local labelings. If 0 has the above property, we are done. Otherwise let i k be the least index for which all nodes in C(v i ) get exactly one message. By the Claim, it is possible to transform 0 to 1 , by changing local labelings only for nodes in C(v i ), so that some node of C(v i ) gets at least two messages under 1 . If 1 has the desired property, we are done. Otherwise, let j k be the least index for which all nodes in C(v j ) get exactly one message under 1 . Clearly j > i. Next we modify 1 to 2 by changing local labelings only for nodes in C(v j ), so that some node of C(v j ) gets at least two messages under 2 . Since modi cations are local to C(v j ), the property that some node of C(v i ) gets at least two messages holds under 2 as well. After at most k modi cations we get a set of local labelings for which at least one node of every graph C(v l ) gets at least two messages. 2 
Conclusion
We presented upper and lower bounds on message complexity of broadcasting in a n n torus. The natural open problem is to narrow or even close the gap between those bounds. It also seems interesting to investigate broadcasting in other unlabeled networks and see how message complexity changes with respect to the labeled scenario. In a forthcoming paper we study k-node networks in which broadcasting under the totally unlabeled scenario can be done using k ? 1 messages, i.e., as e ciently as in the labeled networks. We also propose e cient broadcasting in the totally unlabeled hypercube.
